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Brain stem tumours are diverse and most common 
solid tumour of childhood. Mostly high grade glioma, 

medulloblastoma and ependymoma. Operative as well as 
diffuse brain stem lesion is treated with chemotherapy. 
Operative approach is posterior. Molecular grading is a novel 
and new approach to diagnostics and therapeutics. During 
surgery DTI and f MRI provide a safe trajectory. Midline gliomas 
are often non resectable while deep tumours may be. Often 
conventional chemotherapy are suboptimal is intra-arterial 
chemotherapy is a better way of targeting the lesion throuy 
fine catheters through the subclavian and the basilar artery. 
Selumetinib is an immunotherapeutic drug with potential 
compared to Trametinib. IDH1 Mutations are common in 
primary malignant gliomas in adolescents than young and 
with improved prognosis. Prognostic benefits of resection 
in medulloblastoma depend on molecular subsets often. 
Molecular biology may replace conventional risk stratification. 
Ependymoma is now recognized to encompass 9 genomically 
distinct subsets with different treatment approaches. Chemo 
brain is mental alterations post chemotherapy in brain 
tumours. May be demyelination, inflammation, microvascular 
injury, mostly frontal prefrontal white matter. Not everyone 
is affected. Dose dependent. Cognitive changes. May not 

fully recover. Fatigue, sleep disturbance, behaviour changes. 
Sexual changes, psychostimulants, antidepressants, sleep aids 
memory drugs may help. Good sleep is always a panacea as is 
exercises, good food. It is basically a misnomer mixed with lot 
more than we can comprehend.
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